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ABSTRACT
Tipton, Austin, L. M.S.M.E, Department of Mechanical and
Materials Engineering, Wright State University, 2019. Simulation, Experimentation, Control and
Management of a Novel Fuel Thermal System.
Modern aircraft experience increasing thermal loads from electronics, electromechan-
ical actuators, and directed energy weapons. These aircraft also have a reduced ability to
transfer thermal energy to the atmosphere due to the use of composite skins and a lim-
ited number of air intake ports. For aircraft that use fuel as a heatsink, these factors can
cause the fuel at points of the system to exceed temperature limits, which can result in fuel
coking, damage to subsystems, and even complete system failure.
This thesis investigates the fuel thermal management shortcomings of contemporary
aircraft systems and suggests a new methodology to extend performance. The proposed
multi-mode dual tank topology demonstrates increased thermal endurance over the state-of-
the-art thermal management strategies. This work consists of a 5 step process relating full
scale simulation to a sub-scale experiment. First, a simulation model of the full-scale sys-
tem enables rapid topology analysis and modification. Second, simulation results demon-
strate the feasibility of the given topology. Next, dimensional analysis is used to transform
the full-scale system parameters to a dynamically similar sub-scale configuration. Then,
cyber-physical modeling aids in the experimental design process by characterizing exper-
imental components. This data is then used to estimate the performance of several exper-
imental configurations. Finally, a sub-scale experiment is performed to validate simulated
results further demonstrating the ability of the topology to extend thermal endurance when









tf Final time of simulation [s]
U Heat Transfer coefficient [W/(m2 * K)]
ṁ Mass flow rate [Kg/s]
Q̇ Heat Flux [W]
α Flow percentage of total mass flow rate from tank 1
β Flow percentage bypassing tank 1
Subscripts
0 Initial Value
1 Tank 1 Value
2 Tank 2 Value





hF heating due to FADEC
he heating due to engine heat exchanger
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Present research and technological advancements to aircraft controls, avionics, and weapons
systems have increased the thermal loads experienced by aircraft. New systems are render-
ing current thermal management strategies insufficient for handling the heat loads gener-
ated by such devices [2, 3]. Conventional strategies for thermal management utilize fuel
as the primary heat-sink for thermal loads from aircraft avionics and weapons systems by
recirculating fuel through channels around these thermal sources. This heat is transferred
to the fuel and then is ejected to the atmosphere by combustion in the engine, passive cool-
ing systems (Ram Air), or active cooling [4]. During the course of a mission, these cooling
mechanisms may become insufficient, leading to the violation of thermal limits of system
components [5]. The time it takes for the fuel at some point in the aircraft to reach a ther-
mal limit is defined as thermal endurance. The extension of aircraft thermal endurance is
critical in order to continue development of advanced aircraft platforms.
Examples of additional thermal loads that may be present on a next generation aircraft
platform are: directed energy weapons (DEW), advanced sensor packages, and enhanced
avionics [6, 7]. DEW systems generate large transient heat loads that currently are too
large to be managed by traditional fuel thermal management strategies. As waste heat
loads continue to grow, novel solutions will need to be in place to ensure safe operation.
Modifying the fuel flow topology from the current state-of-the-art is one potential solution
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to improve aircraft thermal endurance. This has been explored through simulation and sub
scale experimentation, yielding preliminary solutions to extend thermal endurance beyond
what a traditional fuel management system can achieve [8, 9, 1, 10]. Recently, dual tank
topologies have been explored, where hot recirculating fuel is kept separate from the low
temperature fuel in the remaining tanks. Work with dual tank strategies has shown signifi-
cant thermal endurance improvements over single tank systems [11]. Research into further
topology modifications using a dual tank thermal management strategy could continue to
improve the thermal endurance of aircraft and allow for higher heat loads to be removed
during flight.
1.2 Literature Review
The research presented in this thesis is a culmination built from material from various en-
gineering disciplines. Literature is provided from several areas in order to provide some
background for this specialized topic. Topology optimization, component studies, experi-
mentation, and dimensional analysis are all topics discussed and are included as an intro-
duction to the field of study.
The utilization of fuel as a heatsink to reject waste thermal energy is an area of research
that is well developed. These types of systems have been designed and studied for several
decades [12, 13]. Fuel thermal management has focused on mission planning, component
optimization, and topology modification. While far from an exhaustive list, the following
literature rewiew provides the aspiring researcher with background information and sets
the basis for the research provided in this thesis.
Determining the optimal operating conditions for an aircraft is a nontrivial area of
research that can extend the thermal endurance of an aircraft without component modifica-
tion. Optimal cruise altitude for an aircraft is one such operating condition. For maximum
cooling efficiency of a passive ram air cooler, inlet air temperature to the cooler must be
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minimized [4]. Doman provides insights on optimal cruise altitudes, combining maximiz-
ing thermal endurance and range in [14]. Doman presents cases showing that the optimal
altitude condition exists at the upper troposphere. This condition coincides with the loca-
tion of coldest atmospheric temperatures within a reasonable aircraft service altitude [15],
and therefore provides the lowest possible wall temperature.
Research into thermal management systems at the component level provides insight,
into optimal methods of waste energy disposal through multiple mechanisms. Two funda-
mental mechanisms that accomplish waste energy disposal are: the engine, through com-
bustion of the fuel, and an on-board cooler. When maximizing the waste energy disposal
rate through the engine, the temperature of fuel entering the combustion chamber should
be as close to the thermal limit as possible. This temperature provides the largest heat flux
exiting the system while not violating a temperature limit. Therefore, a system that is capa-
ble of maintaining the fuel that is burned by the engine as close as possible to the thermal
limit is preferable. [5]
Analysis of tank heating during a mission profile is presented by German [4]. His
work shows that to minimize tank heating, the mass flow rate of the return flow to the tank
should be minimized when the cooler exit temperature is higher than the tank temperature
for a single tank architecture. This work has been expanded using robust optimization to
reduce the uncertainty present in the return fuel heat load [16]. Peddada analyzes several
topologies based on the single tank architecture while removing the single point heat load
assumption [17]. By separating these loads, a methodology is developed for novel topology
development and realizable control design.
Dual tank topologies have also been developed recently that show significant improve-
ments over a traditional single tank architecture [11, 10]. Improvements from these systems
can be attributed to the ability to partition fuel based on temperature. Hot and cold fuel can
be mixed to control fuel temperature arbitrarily close to the thermal limit. To achieve a
desired fuel temperature near the thermal limit for a given mission condition, fuel is recir-
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culated using the smaller tank as a reservoir.The fuel in this small tank heats up quickly
due to the small amount of thermal capacitance from the fuel. Cold fuel is then mixed with
this hot fuel to control the fuel temperature.
1.3 Simplifying Assumptions
In order to analyze several topologies, simplifying assumptions are made. These assump-
tions are provided in the following bulleted list.
• Fuel tanks contain fuel that is well mixed and has a uniform temperature.
• Aircraft fuel tanks containing fuel of the same temperature are treated as a single
tank.
• Independent heat loads are entering the fuel system at a single point.
• Specific heat of the fuel at constant volume is temperature independent.
• The fuel does not undergo phase changes.
• Fuel tanks are adiabatic and isentropic.
• All valves, mixers, and heat exchangers operate ideally. Therefore, there is no accu-
mulation of mass or energy in these components.
Using these assumptions, component models are generated. These assumptions are also
applied across several topologies to provide a fair comparison of their behavior.
1.3.1 Combining Fuel Tanks
Conventional fuel thermal management systems recirculate fuel from a tank array, with the
main priority being maintaining an optimal center of gravity for the aircraft platform. An
4
Figure 1.1: Multiple tanks are present on conventional aircraft platforms, these tanks can
be located near the fuselage, as well as inside the wings of the aircraft.
[18]
example of a tank array for an aircraft platform is shown in Fig. 1.1. In order to simplify
the fuel flow topologies presented, the tank array is separated into tanks containing fuel of
the same temperature. For systems referred to as single tank, this means all on-board fuel
in the tanks is kept at the same temperature.
1.3.2 Single Point Heat Load Assumption
Aircraft contain several independent components that generate heat. These components
include but are not limited to : the full authority digital engine controller (FADEC), va-
por cycle system (VCS), engine heat exchanger, and pump. Each of these heat loads are
calculated independently and summed to form the heat load entering each topology at the
feed line before the engine. Heat loads transferred to the fuel from the FADEC, VCS, and
engine heat exchangers are taken to be specified for a given mission segment. The heat
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load from the pump is defined in Eq. 1.1
Q̇Hp = [1− ηrηωηṁf ]Pp (1.1)
where Pp is the power applied to the pump from the engine, ηr is the efficiency of the pump
at maximum rated flow and speed, ηω is the ratio of the engine speed ω to the maximum
engine speed ω, and ηṁf is the ratio of the mass flow rate through the throttled system, ṁf ,
to the maximum mass flow rate ṁf that the pump can produce at rated pressure [10].
Total heater power entering the fuel, Q̇h, is then defined as the sum of these compo-
nents as seen in Eq. 1.2
Q̇h = Q̇F + Q̇Hv + Q̇He + Q̇Hp (1.2)
where Q̇F is the power into the FADEC heat exchanger, Q̇Hv is the heating power from
the VCS, Q̇He is the heating power from the engine heat exchanger, and Q̇Hp is the heating
power generation from the pump. Each heat load is independent of the temperature of
the fuel passing through it and these components are assumed to be in series, therefore
summing the heat loads from each component is a valid assumption.
1.3.3 Component Modeling
The components of a fuel thermal management system are tank(s), heater, cooler, flow
splitter, and mixing junctions. A diagram with each component is provided in Fig. 1.2 The
governing equations for each component are now provided.
The cooler extracts energy from the fuel. The fuel mass flow rate entering and exiting
the cooler are equal, i.e, ṁc,i = ṁc,o. The temperature of the fuel exiting the cooler is
Tc,o = Tc,i − (Q̇c/ṁc,i).
The heater injects energy into the fuel from the FADEC, VCS, pump, and engine
heat exchanger. The fuel mass flow rate entering and exiting the heater are equal, i.e,
6
Figure 1.2: Components used in simplified topology analysis
ṁh,i = ṁh,o. The temperature of the fuel exiting the heater is Th,o = Th,i − (Q̇h/ṁh).
The flow splitter takes an inlet fuel mass flow rate, ṁi, and separates the flow based on
a valve position, β. Exiting mass flow rates, ṁo,1 and ṁo,2 are ṁo,1 = βṁi and ṁo,2 = (1−
β)ṁi respectively. Temperature across the splitter remains constant, i.e, Ti = To,1 = To,2.
The mixing junction combines two fuel mass flow rates, ṁi,1 and ṁi,2, into a single
exiting fuel mass flow rate, ṁo such that ṁo = ṁi,1 +ṁi,2 . Temperature of the fuel exiting
the mixing junction is To = (Ti,1ṁi,1 + Ti,2ṁi,2)/ṁo.
The tank is defined by a set of coupled ordinary differential equations describing the
time rate of change of fuel mass in the tank, as well as the time rate of change of temperature
of the fuel in the tank. The time rate of change of mass for fuel in the tank is dm/dt = ṁi−
ṁo. The time rate of change of fuel temperature in the tank is dT/dt = [ṁi(Ti − T )]/m.
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1.4 Single Tank Systems
Current state of the art fuel thermal management systems recirculate fuel from the tank
array to cool components. In this configuration, the tank array is assumed to be at uniform
temperature and treated as a single tank. A diagram of a single tank fuel flow architecture
is shown in Fig. 1.3. In the single tank model, all unburned fuel is recirculated to the tank
Figure 1.3: The single tank FTMS topology
to be recycled. In other words, if ṁf > ṁe, then fuel is returned through the cooler to
the tank. Throughout the mission, as heat from on-board systems is absorbed by the fuel,
temperatures throughout the system rise. This leads to limited thermal endurance of the
aircraft.
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1.4.1 Single Tank Governing Equations
In this section, the equations describing the single tank system are developed. The ultimate
goal is to determine the time rate of change of temperature of the fuel in the tank and the
heater output temperature. For the tank, the internal energy is directly proportional to the
mass. Total internal energy in the tank, U , can be written as
U = mcpT (1.3)
where m is the fuel mass and T is the temperature of the fuel in the tank. The objective is
to determine the time rate of change of the temperature of the fuel in the tank, i.e., dT/dt.
To begin this development, the time rate of change of mass and internal energy of the tank
are needed. The time rate of change of mass for the tank is
dm
dt
= ṁi − ṁo (1.4)
From Fig. 1.3, the mass flow rates entering and exiting the tank are
ṁi = ṁf − ṁe
ṁo = ṁf
(1.5)
where ṁi and ṁo are the mass flow rates entering and exiting the tank, ṁf is the feed line





The time rate of change of internal energy for the tank is
dU
dt
= ṁicpTi − ṁocpTo (1.7)




= (ṁf − ṁe) cpTc − ṁfcpT (1.8)











































(ṁf − ṁe)(Tc − T )
m
(1.12)
The heater exit temperature, Th, is computed using the expression in 1.2, using
Th = T + Q̇hṁfcp (1.13)
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where Q̇h is the heat load entering the fuel.
Examining Fig. 1.3, it is seen that the temperature of the fuel at the inlet to the cooler
is equal to the temperature of the fuel at the exit of the heater. Then, the cooler expression
in Fig. 1.2 can be used to determine the cooler fuel exit temperature.




where the heat load removed through the cooler, Q̇c, is defined as
Q̇c = (1− e
− UcAc
cp(ṁf−ṁe) )(ṁf − ṁe)(Th − Tw)cp (1.15)
In Eq. 1.15 Tw is the wall temperature of the cooler and UcAc is a heat transfer coefficient
for the cooler. Fuel leaving the cooler returns the tank and is recycled through the system.













1.5 Dual Tank Systems
Dual tank fuel flow topologies are an area of research with the potential to extend thermal
endurance from that of conventional systems. These systems operate by separating fuel
on-board an aircraft based on fuel temperature. This is typically done with the goal of
providing a small mass of hot fuel to cycle through the system, supplemented by cold fuel
to maintain a steady state heater exit temperature, close to the thermal limit. By maintaining
the heater exit temperature near the thermal limit, transfer of waste thermal energy to the
atmosphere is maximized through combustion of the fuel. A diagram of a dual tank flow
11
Figure 1.4: Dual tank fuel flow topology diagram.
architecture is provided in Fig.1.4.
Tank 2, called the reservoir tank, contains a large portion of the total fuel mass and is
insulated from any heat loads. Therefore, the temperature of the fuel in tank 2 is constant,
i.e, Ṫ2 = 0. When the system is started, fuel from tank 1 is circulated through the system
and α = 1 so no fuel from tank 2 is used. This continues until the temperature of the
fuel at the heater output, Th, equals a desired value, Th∗. At this point, fuel from tank 2
then begins to mix with fuel from tank 1, that is, 0 < α < 1 to maintain Th = Th∗. One
requirement that must always be met is the feed line mass flow rate, ṁf , must be greater
than or equal to the engine fuel burn rate, ṁe, that is ṁf ≥ ṁe. For the dual tank system,
fuel in the recirculation loop can achieve a steady state which can be maintained until the
fuel mass in tank 2 is exhausted or the mission is concluded. As compared to the single
tank case, the fuel reaches the desired heater output temperature quicker, resulting in more
thermal energy being expelled to the atmosphere by the engine.
1.5.1 Dual Tank Governing Equations
12
For tank one, the internal energy is directly proportional to the mass. Total internal energy
in tank 1, U1, can be written as
U1 = m1cpT1 (1.17)
where m1 is the fuel mass in tank 1 and T1 is the temperature of the fuel in tank 1. The
objective is to determine the time rate of change of the temperature of the fuel in tank 1,
i.e., dT1/dt. To begin this development, the time rate of change of mass and internal energy
of tank 1 is needed. The time rate of change of mass in tank 1 is
dm1
dt
= ṁ1i − ṁ1o (1.18)
From Fig. 1.4, the mass flow rates entering and exiting tank 1 are
ṁ1i = ṁf − ṁe
ṁ1o = αṁf
(1.19)
Substituting Eq. 1.19 into Eq. 1.18 gives
dm1
dt
= ṁf − ṁe − αṁf (1.20)
The time rate of change of internal energy is
dU1
dt
= ṁ1icpT1i − ṁ1ocpT1o (1.21)




= (ṁf − ṁe) cpTc − αṁfcpT1 (1.22)
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(ṁf − ṁe)(Tc − T1)
m1
(1.26)
For the reservoir tank, also known as tank 2, the same analysis is performed. Total
internal energy in tank 2, U2, is expressed as
U2 = m2cpT2 (1.27)
where m2 is the mass of fuel in the reservoir tank, cp is the specific heat of the fuel at
constant volume, and T2 is the temperature of the fuel in the reservoir tank.





From Fig. 1.4, the mass flow rate exiting tank 2 is
ṁ2o = (1− α)ṁf (1.29)
Substituting Eq. 1.29 into Eq. 1.28 gives
dm2
dt
= −(1− α)ṁf (1.30)




Substituting Eq. 1.29 into Eq. 1.31 yields
dU2
dt
= −(1− α)ṁfcpT2 (1.32)












































[−(1− α)ṁfcpT2 + (1− α)ṁfcpT2] (1.36)




This confirms that the temperature of the fuel in tank 2 remains constant.
With expressions for time rate of change of fuel temperature in the tanks defined in
Eqs. 1.26 and 1.37, the next objective is to determine an expression for the heater exit
temperature, Th. At the location of the mixing valve, α, the temperature of fuel in the feed
line entering the heater, Tf , is
Tf = (1− α)T2 + αT1 (1.38)
Using the feed line fuel temperature, the heater exit temperature is determined by substi-
tuting Tf from Eq. 1.38 into T in Eq. 1.13 to give
Th = Tf +
Q̇h
ṁfcp




This allows for the direct expression of Th.
For operation of a dual tank system, α = 1 is analogous to a single tank system.
Because tank 1 mass for a dual tank system is lower than the single tank counterpart,
the temperature of tank 1 increases faster than it does in a single tank case. Once the
temperature of the tank approaches a thermal limit, the position of the α valve is set to
α = 1− (ṁe/ṁf ). This valve position allows flow from tank 2, such that the mass of fuel
in tank 1 remains constant.
16
Figure 1.5: Comparison of feed line temperatures for single and dual tank systems [1].
1.5.2 Dual Tank Benefits
A dual tank thermal management topology will always have increased thermal endurance
over a single tank system [1]. This is due to the dual tanks’ ability to quickly increase the
temperature of a portion of the fuel, therefore increasing the waste thermal energy disposal
rate of the system through combustion. Additionally, higher temperature fuel increases
the efficiency of the cooler as shown in Eq. 1.15. A comparison of performance between
single and dual tank systems is show in Fig. 1.5. For the case presented in [1], a dual tank
system was able to extend thermal endurance by 21% as compared to a single tank system.
The single tank system hits a thermal limit of 333 K at approximately 9500 seconds, while
the dual tank system hits a limit around 11,500 seconds. The dual tank system reaches a
thermal limit only when all of the mass in the reservoir tank is exhausted, at which point
tank 1 fuel temperature rapidly begins to increase.
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1.6 Proposed Solution for Achieving Increased Thermal
Endurance
This paper examines the effects of topology modification and control on fuel thermal man-
agement systems for aircraft platforms. These modifications and control strategies allow
for improved aircraft capability and additional feasible mission profiles. Presented is a
topology and robust control strategy that improves upon previous fuel thermal manage-
ment systems (FTMS) in order to allow for these increased thermal loads on next gen-
eration aircraft. The proposed flexible topology allows multiple modes of operation to
minimize on-board storage of waste thermal energy when possible, while simultaneously
maximizing the disposal rate. Multiple modes of operation are present with this topology,
allowing for surge heat loads to be rejected that are currently infeasible using other archi-
tectures. This is accomplished by the utilization of a storage tank to accept fuel near the
thermal limit during thermally stressed mission phases, until rejection is possible during
less stressful phases. During these phases, any stored hot fuel is recirculated to be burned
by the engine and cooled by the on-board cooling system. Once the mass of hot fuel stored




The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, a methodology is presented
providing a blueprint outlining the performed work. This work includes
• A new flexible system topology and the development of the governing equations for
this system.
• Control formulation allowing for simulation of this system for a provided mission
profile.
• Development of a platform to provide rapid topology analysis used to determine the
thermal endurance of the new system.
• Dimensional analysis to begin sub-scale experimental design.
• A cyber-physical analysis where individual components are characterized at a range
of operating conditions for experimental design.
• An experimental description with selected components and operating conditions for
the system.
In Chapter 3, results from simulation are shown and discussed. This includes
• Full mission simulation results for the flexible topology.
• Sub-scale experimental results non-dimensionalized and compared to simulation.
• Experimental system limitations.
Chapter 3 is concluded with a brief section containing future work. Chapter 4 is a conclu-
sion to this work providing a brief summary to the reader of the process used for topology
development and the generated results.
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Methodology
2.1 Flexible Topology Development
A flexible topology (FLEX), provided in Fig. 2.1, was developed allowing for the storage
of hot fuel during thermally stressful periods of a given mission profile, while minimizing
the recirculating mass during less stressful mission phases.
Figure 2.1: The Flex FTMS topology
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The recirculation branch around tank 1 is added to the dual tank system presented in
Fig. 1.4. This new flow path combines with fuel from tank 2 allowing for tank 1 to be used
as storage for hot fuel during periods of surge heat loads. To better capture the effects of
surge heating on the system, a mission profile was developed with an extended thermally















Ground Hold 0-1799 0.088 20 7 288 60 40
AB Takeoff 1800-1927 3.5-1.93 40 10 288-238 100 70
Ingress Cruise 1928-3000 0.26 50 10 238 90 50
Engagement 3000-7000 0.4 200 10 238 100 70
Egress Cruise 7000-9009 0.29 55 10 238 90 50
Decent 9010-9332 0.26 40 10 238-288 75 50
Ground Hold 9333-14850 0.088 20 7 288 60 40
Table 2.1: Extended engagement mission profile
The provided mission profile is modified from [5]. This is done to provide a longer ther-
mally stressful portion of the mission. The topology presented is able to maintain the
desired heater exit temperature by storing mass in the hot tank during the extended engage-
ment phase, and dumping it during the following less stressful mission phases.
2.1.1 Flexible Topology Governing equations
For tank 1, the internal energy is directly proportional to the mass. Total internal energy in
tank 1, U1, is expressed in Eq. 2.1.
U1 = m1cpT1 (2.1)
where m1 is the mass of the fuel in tank 1, cp is the specific heat of the fuel at constant
volume, and T1 is the temperature of the fuel in the recirculation tank. The objective is to
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determine the time rate of change of the temperature of the fuel in tank 1, i.e., dT1/dt. To
begin this development, the time rate of change of mass and internal energy of tank 1 is
needed. The time rate of change of mass in tank 1 is
dm1
dt
= ṁ1i − ṁ1o (2.2)
where ṁ1,i, ṁ1,o are the fuel mass flow rates entering and exiting tank 1 respectively. From
Fig. 2.1, these mass flow rates are
ṁ1i = (1− β)(ṁf − ṁe)
ṁ1o = αṁf
(2.3)
Substituting Eq. 2.3 into Eq. 2.2 gives
dm1
dt
= (1− β)(ṁf − ṁe)− αṁf (2.4)
The time rate of change of internal energy is
dU1
dt
= ṁ1icpT1i − ṁ1ocpT1o (2.5)




= (1− β)(ṁf − ṁe)cpTc − αṁfcpT1 (2.6)










































(1− β)(ṁf − ṁe)(Tc − T1)
m1
, (2.10)
For the reservoir tank, also known as tank 2, the same analysis is performed. Total
internal energy in tank 2 is expressed as Eq. 2.11.
U2 = m2cpT2 (2.11)
where, m2, is the mass of fuel in the recirculation tank and, T2, is the temperature of the
fuel in the recirculation tank.
Next, the time rate of change of mass and internal energy of tank 2 is examined. The




From Fig. 2.1, the fuel mass flow rate exiting tank 2 is
ṁ2o = βṁe + (1− α− β)ṁf (2.13)
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Substituting Eq. 2.13 into Eq. 2.12 gives
dm2
dt
= − [βṁe + (1− α− β)ṁf ] (2.14)




Substituting Eq. 2.13 into Eq. 2.15
dU2
dt
= − [βṁe + (1− α− β)ṁf ] cpT2 (2.16)






























[− (βṁe + (1− α− β)ṁf ) cpT2 − (βṁe + (1− α− β)ṁf ) cpT2] (2.19)




Equation 2.20 is the expected result because it is assumed that tank 2 is perfectly insulated,
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thus the fuel in tank 2 will have a constant temperature.
For a given mission phase, mass in the recirculation loop is constant, with the sum
of the mass entering the system from the tanks equal to the mass stored by tank one and
burned by the engine. Flow exiting the tanks proceeds through the heat exchanger and into
the engine. Some fraction of the fuel is burned by the engine at a rate of ṁe, while the
remainder goes through the cooler, then either bypasses tank 1 or is stored in tank 1.
For the FLEX Topology, the heater exit temperature is regulated to be as close to the
limit as possible, therefore an expression for heater exit temperature is needed. The addition
of a proportional flow valve β leads to several changes in the governing system equations
within the loop when compared to the traditional dual tank topology. These changes are
presented in the remainder of this section.
The recirculation flow rate that bypasses tank one, ṁr, is
ṁr = β (ṁf − ṁe) (2.21)
This recirculation flow having temperature Tc is then mixed with fuel from Tank 2. Taking





where ṁm = ṁ2 + ṁr. This fuel enters a junction to mix with fuel exiting tank one, which





The expression for heater exit temperature in its general form is provided in Eq. 1.13
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Substituting Eq. 2.23 into 1.13 for T and using ṁm = ṁ2 + ṁr gives
Th =






Substituting Eqs. 2.21 and 2.22 into 2.24 produces
Th =






where ṁ1 is the time rate of change of fuel in tank 1 given in Eq. 2.4 and ṁ2 is the time
rate of change of fuel in tank 2 given in Eq. 2.14. Substituting Eqs. 2.4 and 2.14 into 2.25
yields
Th =


























cp (ṁf − ṁe)
(2.28)
From this expression, the heater output temperature, Th, can be determined for any α, β
and ṁf . The same technique can also be used to produce equations for the temperature at
any point in the loop. The selection of regulating the heater exit temperature is because this
temperature is the highest of any point in the system.
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2.1.2 Linear Quadratic Regulator Control Design
For control design using a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) controller, the nonlinear system
of equations used to describe the FLEX topology is linearized around a set of trim condi-
tions for a given mission phase. These trim conditions are used to generate a set of gains,
which in turn are used to drive the system to the desired system output.
Full Order LQR Model
In order to develop a full order LQR controller, trim conditions must be chosen such that the
system is driven to a steady state solution. During the period of ingress cruise for the given
mission profile, low thermal stress on the system allows for the use of the recirculation
loop in full, without the need for hot fuel storage. Referring to Fig. 2.1, this condition is
represented by the following trim values for the α and β valves :
α∗ = 0
β∗ = 1
Given the set of reference valve positions, α∗ and β∗, ṁ∗f is found by setting the heater
exit temperature to a desired value, Th = T ∗h , as a regulation point and solving Eq. 2.27.
The chosen reference heater exit temperature is selected to be T ∗h = 421 K. Other known
parameters are : UcAc = 550 W/K, and T2 = 288 K. For ingress cruise, tank 1 fuel mass
is perfectly insulated from the rest of the system, as there is no fuel entering or exiting tank
1. Therefore, the solution is independent of T1. The trim feed line mass flow rate is found
to be
ṁ∗f = 0.415842
In order to derive a LQR control strategy, variables are selected to define the state,
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control, and outputs of the system. The state of the system ’x’ is x = [m1, T1, ṁf , α, β]T .
The control vector ’u’ is u = [m̈f , α̇, β̇]T . System outputs, ’y’ are y = [m1, Th, β]T . The
objective is to find a linearized system of the form
ẋ− ẋ∗ = A(x− x∗) + Bu
y − y∗ = C(x− x∗) + Du
(2.29)
where A ∈ R5x5 is the system matrix, B ∈ R5x3 is the control matrix, and C ∈ R3x5 is
the output matrix. To obtain a zero D matrix in the linearized system, the control vector
is taken to be the rate of change over time of ṁf , α and β. This is done as a LQR control
strategy cannot be implemented on a linearized system with a non-zero D matrix, that is
D 6= 0. A is found by taking the Jacobian of the rate of change over time of the state of the
system, ẋ, i.e Jẋ,x. The form of this Jacobian matrix is






















0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

(2.30)
B is found by taking the Jacobian of the rate of change over time of the state of the
system ’ẋ’ with respect to the control vector, ’u’ i.e Jẋ,u. This yields









C is the Jacobian of the outputs, y, with respect to the state, x, i.e Jy,x. This yields
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With the linearized system given in Eq. 2.33, a formulation for error tracking of the






(rTh − Th) dt
eβ =
∫
(rβ − β) dt
(2.34)
where rm1 , rTh , rβ are the set points desired for the mass of fuel in tank 1, heater output
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Th − T ∗h
β − β∗
 = y (2.37)

















 = −y (2.39)



















0 0 0 0 −1
x (2.40)
This expression is then used to develop an augmented state vector x|e where
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0 0 0 0 0



































Equation 2.41 is evaluated at the trim conditions. The A matrix is numerically evaluated
and provided in Eq. 2.42.
A =

0 0 0 −0.415842 −0.155842 0 0 0
0. 0. 0. 0. 316.12 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 239.916 0. 8.12818 0 0 0




B is provided by direct inspection of Eq. 2.41.
Equation 2.41 describes a continuous-time linear system. LQR control techniques






where Q and R are weighting matrices used to adjust controller behavior. Q and R are
defined as Q = 1
110
I8x8 and R = 110I8x8 where I8x8 is an 8x8 identity matrix. The feedback
control law that minimizes the value of the cost function is
u = −Kx (2.44)
where K is the controller gain. This gain is found by solving the continuous time Riccati
differential equation. The provided linearized model and error weights, A,B,Q,R, are
used as an input to the Ricatti equation in order to generate the controller gains for an LQR
controller. This is done using Mathmatica yielding the following controller gains
[KxKI ] =

3.04E − 11 −7.37E − 7 3.714 −4.02E − 11 1.407E − 5 −4.5E − 12 0.0287 9.348E − 8
−0.117 −5.76E − 8 −4.01E − 11 0.312 4.93E − 7 0.0091 −5.913E − 13 7.709E − 8
−3.75E − 7 −0.0091 1.407E − 5 4.93E − 7 75.81 5.767E − 8 2.331E − 6 3.55E − 7

(2.45)
where Kx is the first 5 columns of Eq. 2.45 and Ki are the last 3 columns. A block diagram
is provided in Figure 2.2 showing how the gains from Eq. 2.45 are implemented in a state
feedback loop.
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Figure 2.2: LQR implementation block diagram
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Reduced order LQR Model
While implementing the full order controller, it was found that during the engagement
phase of the mission see (Table 2.1), 2.1 ṁf reaches the saturation condition of ṁf =
3.5(Kg/s). The full order controller failed to maintain the required heater exit temperature
during this period of fuel mass flow rate saturation. In order to control heater exit tempera-
ture during these periods of saturation ṁf − ṁ∗f and em1 are removed from the augmented
state vector provided in 2.41. Removing error tracking for tank 1 mass, m1, reduces the
penalty from the cost function provided in Eq. 2.43 for storing mass in tank 1. The time
rate of change of feed flow fuel mass flow rate, m̈f , is removed from the control vector,
u, due to the saturation of this input. By reducing the order of the controller, the heater
exit temperature is able to be regulated during these saturated conditions. The engagement
phase trim condition is provided below.
α∗ = 0
ṁ∗f = 3.5
Equation 2.27 is used to determine the reference value for the remaining control value.
β∗ = 0.81
With the calculated reference values, the same methodology provided for the full order
LQR controller is used to develop the reduced order controller. The A and B matrices for
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the reduced order controller are
A =

0 0 −3.5 −3.1 0 0
−1.7621459846850485̀*∧-9 −80.1606 30500.6 27014.8 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −107.469 −95.1865 0 0













This linearized model is used to generate gains for an LQR controller. The gain matrix for
the formulated linearization is
[KxKI ] =
7.04E − 5 1.84E − 4 3.07 2.535 −0.0216 0.019
6.18E − 5 1.62E − 5 2.535 2.453 −0.019 −0.0217
 (2.47)
where Kx is the first 4 columns of Eq. 2.47 and Ki is the last 2 columns. Implementation
of these gains is shown in the block diagram provided in Fig. 2.2.
Using the controller gains defined in Eq. 2.47, a simulation was created using MatLab
to show the controller gains lead to a stable solution over the entire mission profile. During
simulation, the full order controller is used until a saturation condition for feed flow fuel
mass flow rate, ṁf , is reached. When this occurs the reduced order controller is used until
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heater exit temperature, Th, drops below its regulated value. This indicates that ṁf is no
longer saturated and control authority is passed to the full order controller. Diagrams as
well as a brief description for the simulation components are provided in the following
section.
2.2 Rapid Adaptable Topology Simulation
Rapid Adaptable Topology Simulation (RATS) is a Simulink block-set allowing for topolo-
gies to be modeled using ideal models of system components. This platform allows for
agile development of novel fuel thermal management strategies, before commitments are
made to higher fidelity models or experimentation. RATS is used to model the FLEX
topology, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The overall structure for the simulation implementation is
Figure 2.3: RATS model for the FLEX Topology
designed to closely mimic the look of the experiment. This aids both in visualization and
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understanding, as well as debugging and general cleanliness of the model.
Each component of the system is fed a signal containing the exit mass and temperature
of the previous component. There are five types of components present in the system,
tanks, flow mixers, flow splitters, heaters, and coolers. Using this design process, topology
changes can be made quickly, allowing for rapid prototyping of systems. The remainder of
this section outlines the implementation of the component models, controller, and mission
lookup table.
Figure 2.4: Storage tank model block diagram
The block diagram shown in Fig. 2.4 simulates a tank storing mass and thermal energy.
Mass and temperature of the flow are fed in as a multiplexed signal, which is then split into
components, and fed into the tank models for mass and temperature respectively. This
generates the current mass and temperature of the fluid in the tank. The temperature of the
tank is assumed to be uniform, therefore, all mass exiting inherits the bulk fluid temperature
in the tank, which is then passed to the next component, using the calculated mass flow
rate ṁf and valve position. Each tank contains a system of coupled ODEs, which are
solved to determine the temperature and mass for the next timestep. The equations for the
recirculation tank are provided in Eqs. 2.4 and 2.10.
The next examined component is the mixing junction. For junctions where two or
more flows are mixing, mass flows are added, and a weighted average is taken for the exit
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temperature. Figure 2.5 shows the mixing of two flows with varying mass flow rate and
temperature. The equations used to determine exit conditions can be found in Eq. 2.48




ṁo = ṁ1i + ṁ2i
(2.48)
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Figure 2.6: Splitting junction block diagram
In the case of a flow being split into branches, a valve position determines the mass
fractions being passed to each branch, with temperature remaining constant between the
inlet and outlets. Therefore, the output mass flow rates and temperature are
Ti = To (2.49)
ṁ1o = βṁi (2.50)
ṁ2o = (1− β)ṁin (2.51)
where β represents an arbitrary valve at the splitting junction, as can be seen in 2.6.
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Figure 2.7: Heater/cooler block diagram
For the heater and cooler (see Fig. 2.7), mass is constant between the inlet and outlet,
and the added/lost energy is used to generate the output temperature using the following
relationship




ṁi = ṁo (2.53)
Inputs to the model are generated by the controller, as well as the look-up table of




The mission profile shown in Table 2.1 is imported in Matlab and used to simulate test
conditions on the model. Once compiled, the mission phase breakpoints are imported into
Simulink. A 1-D table lookup for each examined parameter is used to generate the en-
tire profile. This bypasses the need for a table containing values at each time-step. This
implementation is shown in Fig. 2.8. Filters are added to remove sharp transitions of the
operating conditions.
Figure 2.8: Lookup table simulation implementation
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2.2.2 Controller
Implementation on the model for the full and reduced order LQR controllers is shown in
Figs. 2.9 and 2.10.
Figure 2.9: Implementation of full ordered LQR Controller
This controller takes 8 inputs to generate 3 commanded control variables (α̇, β̇ and
m̈f ). During operation, conditions may occur that force ṁf to its limit, when these condi-
tions occur, the controller loses its ability to compensate for increased thermal loads, and a
reduced order controller is used, as shown in Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Implementation for reduced order Controller
When the saturation conditions described above are met, a reduced order controller is
used to drive the remaining unsaturated inputs (α̇, β̇). This continues to regulate the heater
exit temperature until ṁf is no longer at its limit, at which point, control authority is passed
back to the full order controller.
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2.3 Topology Scaling using Dimensional Analysis
An experiment was developed to test the validity of the theoretical and simulation results.
In order to ensure similitude between the full-scale simulations and sub-scale experimental
setup, dimensional analysis was performed to determine the experimental operating condi-
tions that will allow results to be applicable to the full scale system. This allows for test
points to be chosen for analysis that verify the trim conditions that have been found in sim-
ulation are accurate for a physical system. The experimental setup is water based and lower
system flow rates and heat loads are present. This sub-scale system is designed to possess
dimensional similitude with the full scale system.
It is important to first define the operating parameters for both the full-scale and sub-
scale systems to ensure dimensional similitude can be achieved within the desired operating
range of the sub-scale experiment. Full scale parameters for the ingress cruise condition
are used in the following dimensional analysis unless otherwise specified. The parameters
for this mission phase is chosen as are provided in Table 2.2. The desired operating range













for the designed sub-scale experimental setup are provided in Table 2.3, with these values,









Table 2.3: Sub-scale experimental constraints
performed.
2.3.1 Buckingham Pi Formulation
The Buckingham π theorem is used to compute a set of dimensionless parameters that
are sufficient to ensure dimensional similitude [19]. The number of π terms needed for
ensuring dimensional similitude can be found using Eq. 2.54
#π = (n− k) (2.54)
where n variables can be defined using k base dimensions. The set of variables used for
scaling as well as the base dimensions are provided in Table 2.4. where T , L, M , and τ
Table 2.4: Dimensions of variables
Variables Dimensions
Tw − T1,0 T














represent temperature, length, mass, and time respectively. Equation 2.54 then shows that
9 variables having 4 independent base dimensions require five π terms to ensure dimension
similitude. These terms are then generated by organizing the variables in linear combina-
tions such that the result is dimensionless. The derived π terms shown in Table 2.5 were
















Table 2.5: π Terms for Experiment scaling
The scaling values for the full scale system can be determined using the above terms,
which are then matched to the sub-scale system to achieve the desired operating conditions.








where T represents the desired heater exit temperature. For the full scale system this is
rTh = 410 K. This term relates the maximum heater exit temperature between the full and
sub-scale systems.The maximum heater exit temperature for the sub-scale system, Thmax,ss ,
is found using the selected sub-scale reservoir temperature.
TMaxss = π1(Twss − T2,0ss) + T2,0ss = −2.44(293− 304) + 304 = 330.84(K) (2.56)
This is close to the experimental limit imposed in Table 2.3, allowing for the setup to take
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advantage of the available bandwidth.
The second π term, π2, is used to provide time scaling for the experiment. This term
compares maximum engine burn rate for the mission, ṁemax , to total system mass, m0, and








The third π term, π3, is used to determine the cooler performance constant, UcAC , for








Flow rate scaling is accomplished using π4. Using the maximum allowable flow rate
of 2000 mL/min and Table 2.1, appropriate scaling within the desired bounds of the ex-








The minimum drain flow rate for the sub scale experiment, ṁe,min, is determined using



















QhSSMax is the maximum required heater power for the experimental setup.
QhSSMax = π5ṁe,maxcp(Tw − T2,0) = −0.696 ∗ [0.033 ∗ 4176 ∗ (293− 308)] = 1439(W )
(2.62)
These parameters provide dimensional similitude to allow for sub-scale water experi-
ments to be directly compared to the full scale simulation. Table 2.6 provides a reference
to quickly compare the scaled values.
Variable Full-scale fuel Matching Sub-scale water
m0 3537 kg 10 kg
ṁe 0.26 kg/s ṁe = ṁfMax/π4 148.6 ml/min
cv 2010 J/(kg ·K) 4186 J/(kg ·K)
Tw 238 K 293 K
T1,0 288 K T1,0s = Tws + 11K 304 K
Q̇H 245 kW Q̇H/(ṁecv(Tw − T1,0)) = −0.696 1439 W
max Th 410 K (T − T10)/(Tw − T10) = −2.44 330.84 K
ṁf 3.5 kg/s ṁf/ṁe = 13.46 2000 ml/min
UcAc 550 W/K UcAc/(ṁecv) = 0.0781 10.9 W/K
tf 3.25 hr (ṁe/m0)tf = 14.35 1.2 hr
Table 2.6: Matching parameters for full-scale & sub-scale systems
This analysis ensures that the scaled parameters exist within the limitations of the
experimental setup, and allow for dimensional similitude between the full and sub-scale
experiment.
2.4 Cyber-Physical Modeling
Experimental design is both time and cost prohibitive for projects requiring iterative de-
sign. One method of reducing both required cost and time for design is the generation
of high-fidelity component models through individual testing, or characterization, that can
then be used to generate models of physical experiments. Modelica is used to import com-
ponent characterization data into digital component models which can then be arranged to
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model a physical experiment. These models are then used to test system configurations and
parameters, leading to faster and more robust development of a physical experiment. These
high fidelity simulations can then be exported to a Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU) for
implementation in other software such as Simulink. Component characterization consists
of testing : pumps, valves, flow meters, temperature sensors, radiators, and tanks in a vari-
ety of conditions. These small simplified experiments provide a broad range of data which
is then used in the development of the individual component models. As these models are
assembled into systems representative of a complex FTMS topology, their behavior fol-
lows the established trends from the simplified experiments, allowing for an in-depth look
at how the complex topology is expected to operate. This model is used to estimate flow
rates from commanded valve positions and pump speeds. These results are then validated
experimentally, leading to an iterative process involving model validation and correction.
Once this process has generated a close approximation to the experimental results from a
set of well defined inputs, the system is linearized for use in control design.
2.4.1 Pump Placement Study
One novel use of the FLEX fluid model is the testing of component placement prior to
implementation on the experimental apparatus. For the FLEX configuration of the exper-
imental apparatus, it was found that additional pumps were necessary in the recirculation
loop to obtain the scaled flow rates required for the given mission profile. The three con-
figurations for pump placement are shown in Figs. 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13.
The single recirculation pump configuration shown in Fig. 2.11 was originally chosen
due to the ease of implementation on the experimental setup. During cyber-physical analy-
sis, it was found that a single recirculation pump was unable to generate the desired system
flow rates. The inline dual pump configuration shown in Fig. 2.12 produced adequate recir-
culation flow, but this configuration caused reversed flow in several branches that could not
be overcome. Figure 2.13 shows the accepted configuration for the pumps as installed on
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Figure 2.11: Single pump in recirculation branch
the system. This configuration produced the required flow rates, with no flow reversal. This
analysis is one example of how cyber-physical modeling was able to test several possible
component placements for the experiment, allowing for the correct experimental placement
to be determined before construction.
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Figure 2.12: Series of pumps in recirculation branch
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Figure 2.13: Pump in forward flow path and recirculation branch
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2.5 Experimental Design
A test apparatus was designed to allow for the implementation of topology design and
control on physical hardware. The system allows for: flow rate, temperature, pressure,
mass, and power to be measured throughout the system. A fair comparisons on system
viability and efficiency can be made by performing experiments consisting of multiple
topologies and control strategies on the same hardware.
2.5.1 Experiment Description
The Controllable Adaptable Scalable Thermal Lab Emulator (CASTLE) is an apparatus
used to study the effects of varying fuel flow topologies on aircraft thermal endurance.
Dimensional analysis is used to allow for simple water experiments to model full scale air-
craft fuel thermal management systems. CASTLE allows for the study of novel strategies
to managing thermal endurance, while also being able to operate with traditional and well
established strategies. A photo of CASTLE is provided in Fig. 2.14 for the flex configura-
tion.
The test rig consists of two insulated tanks, one for recirculation (T1) and one as a
reservoir (T2). Deionized water is stored inside each tank. Using gear pumps, the flow
from each tank is moved through the system and heated by a series of in-line heaters. The
flow from each tank is measured by a series of flow-meters present throughout the system,
and the flow rate is controlled by motorized valves and the duty cycle of each pump. During
the experiment, water from tank 2 enters the system and enters the heaters. After heating
the flow, a portion of the flow is drained to emulate engine burn. The remaining flow is run
through a heat exchanger, which emulates the cooler, and then returns back to the heaters or
is stored in tank 1. Temperature readings are taken throughout the system to ensure thermal
limits are not violated and to match design parameters of the experiment. A table of system
components is provided in Table 2.7.
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Figure 2.14: Photo of CASTLE in FLEX configuration
The heat load generated by the heater is determined by examining the power input and
validated by matching a desired temperature difference across the inlet and exit. For this
experiment, multiple mission phases are examined the heat loads and flow rates required
are transmitted to the system by a lookup table.
Temperature sensors are located at the inlet and outlet of each primary component of
CASTLE. In addition, a flow rate sensor is located in each flow section (reservoir flow,
recirculation flow, drain flow). The mass of water in the tanks is also recorded throughout
the experiment using a scale. The derivative of this measurement provides an additional
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Table 2.7: Test rig components
Component Manufacturer Model Number
Gear Pumps Fluid-o-tech 13mm
Centrifugal Pumps Swiftech MCP35X
Motorized Valves BACOENG SS304
Pressure Relief Valve Apollo 10-512
Pressure Sensor Honeywell HSCDANT030PAAA5
Heater OMEGA AHPF-121
Heat Exchanger Koolance HX-CU1320V
Thermistors Koolance SEN-AP008G
Flow Meters Omega Sensors FTB601B
method of measuring the mass flow rate from the tank.
Data acquisition and passing of control decisions is handled by dSpace hardware and
software. Control algorithms are implemented in Simulink. Controllers are implemented
to regulate valve position, pump duty cycle, heater power, and fan speed on the heat ex-
changer. These controllers are used to ensure that experimental parameters are maintained
during the experiment such as flow rate, heating rate, and cooling rate. The control panel




3.1 Full Mission Simulation
Feasibility of the topology to control heater exit temperature can be quickly determined
using RATS to simulate the full scale mission profile. The simulation also allows for the
generation of totalized waste thermal energy input to the system. This total input heat load
over the mission profile consists of the parameters provided in Table 2.1, a 1 kW constant
heat load from the FADEC, i.e, Q̇f = 1 kW , and the heat load from the pump. The pump
heat load is
Q̇Hp = [1− ηrηωηṁf ]Pp (3.1)
where the rated efficiency of the pump, ηr, is ηr = 0.5, ηω is the ratio of engine speed to
maximum engine speed, and ηṁf is the ratio of feed line mass flow rate to maximum feed
line mass flow rate. The total heat load over the mission profile is given in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Totalized heat load for mission profile
During the mission, thermal stress on the system is low for all mission phases other than
the extended engagement phase. The extended engagement phase is a thermally stressful
mission phase. During this phase, a 245 kW heat load must be managed in order to regulate
heater exit temperature such that the on board thermal limit of the system, 421K, is not
violated. Using the developed LQR control strategy, heater exit temperature is regulated
during the mission by storing mass in tank 1 during this phase. These results are shown in
Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Simulated heater exit temperature
The provided controllers are able to regulate heater exit temperature to a reference
value of 410K for all phases except afterburner climb, where the system is uncontrollable
as there is no recirculation of fuel. Transient behavior is also seen between mission phases.
This behavior is present due to the selection of weighting matrices, Q and R, leading to
aggressive controller gains. Steady-state operating conditions are met for all other phases,
allowing for the development of sub-scale conditions for these phases, thus transient affects
are ignored. The controller utilizes the hot tank (T1) as a storage tank as expected during
thermally stressful mission phases, acting as a thermal capacitor. It is then able to dump
this waste thermal energy when conditions permit. This action can be seen in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Simulated tank mass over mission
During the start of the mission, tank 1 is bypassed completely and all fuel is fed back
to the mixing junction combining with cold fuel from tank 2. Filling of the storage tank
begins during the extended engagement phase and allows for a higher ratio of cold fuel
from the reservoir tank to be used to cool the thermally stressed components. At the end
of the extended engagement phase, tank 1 is drained through the mixing valve, α, allowing
for a higher ratio of hot fuel to be used to maintain the desired heater exit temperature,
during the following less stressful mission phases. For this simulation, tank 1 is able to be
completely emptied before the end of the mission.
3.2 Experimental Analysis
Three mission phases are selected for further analysis using the CASTLE apparatus de-
scribed in Section 2.5.1. The selected mission phases chosen are: ingress cruise, engage-


























Ingress Cruise 1-1000 631 148.6 348.6 148.6 0 0
Engagement 1001-2000 1458 378.3 2000 229 149.7 0
Egress Cruise 2001-3000 582 0 1521 165.7 0 50















Ingress Cruise 1-2925 0.26 50 10 238 90 50
Engagement 2925-5850 0.4 200 10 238 100 70
Egress Cruise 5850-8775 0.29 55 10 238 90 50
Table 3.2: Examined full-scale mission phases
of operation. The modes shown are : steady-state single tank, filling the recirculation tank
and emptying the recirculation tank. Each phase is recorded for 1000 seconds to ensure
the system has adequate time to reach a constant heater exit temperature. The experimental
conditions for each phase are provided in Table 3.1.
In order to provide a comparison to the full-scale RATS simulation results, a mission
profile is developed containing the three examined phases. This mission profile is provided
in Table 3.2.
To provide comparison between the three phase simulation and experimental results,
the examined variables, m1,m2, ṁf , ṁe, Q̇h, T1, T2 and Th are non-dimensionalized ac-
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ṁ∗e = ṁe/ ¯̇me
ṁ∗f = ṁf/ ¯̇mf
Q̇∗h = Q̇h/
¯̇Qh
T ∗1 = T1/T̄1
T ∗2 = T2/T̄2
T ∗h = Th/T̄h
(3.2)
Results of the experiment are directly compared to results of the three phase simulation in
the remainder of this section.
To begin comparison of the full-scale simulation and sub-scale experiment, heater
power is examined. A comparision of heater power is found in Fig. 3.4. In order to match
the time constant of the heater in the sub-scale experiment a low pass filter defined by the
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Figure 3.5: Tank 1 temperature Comparison




This transfer function accepts commanded heater power as an input, with the output rising
to this value over time to simulate the time constant of the sub-scale heaters on the full-
scale system. This allows for similar behaviour in periods of transient response. This heat
load matching is important due to the direct impact heat load has on measured system
temperatures.
With heat loads well matched for both the simulation and experiment, system tem-
peratures are now examined beginning with tank 1 temperature, T1. This comparison is
provided in Fig. 3.5 . Due to the choice of pumps on CASTLE, tank 1 must contain initial
mass to prevent pump leakage by providing back-pressure on the systems, as the pumps
must be run continuously during the experiment to prevent leakage and reversed flow. This
initial thermal mass was adjusted to the full scale value and added to the simulation to pro-
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Figure 3.6: Tank 2 temperature Comparison
vide an accurate comparison. The addition of this mass slows the time rate of change in
temperature for the tank, and this is shown as the temperature for tank one never reaches
a steady state value for any of the examined mission phases. Next, tank 2 temperature is
examined, the results for tank 2 temperature are provided in Fig. 3.6 . Tank 2 experiences
small heat losses during the course of the experiment. To model them in simulation, these
losses are approximated by taking a linear fit of the sub scale tank 2 temperature and scaling
this temperature fit to the full scale equivalent. This temperature gradient is then imposed
for tank 2 during the mission in simulation. With temperatures for tank 1 and tank 2 behav-
ing as expected, examining flow rates for the systems will allow for a better understanding
of the variables responsible for the behaviour of heater exit temperature.
A feed line mass flow rate comparison is provided in Fig. 3.7 . Results from simulation
closely follow the trends from the experimental results for the first two mission phases,
namely, ingress cruise and engagement. Leakage from the pump supplying flow from tank
2 leads to error during the third mission phase, which is egress cruise. This behavior is
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Figure 3.7: Feed line mass flow rate Comparison
repeated for the drain flow rate, provided in Fig. 3.8.
Additional comparison of system flow rates can be drawn by looking at the change
in tank masses over time. These parameters are now examined beginning with tank one
mass provided in Fig. 3.9. Leakage from pumps leads to small variations when comparing
experimental results to the expected results from the simulation, as with the current system,
leakage prevents any flow branches from having zero flow at a given time. This behaviour
can also be seen for tank 2 mass in Fig. 3.10. These variations in mass, which propagate
throughout the system, lead to variations in heater exit temperature. A comparision of
heater exit temperatures is shown in Fig. 3.11.
Although variation is present in regards to the commanded and recorded system flow
rates, the expected trend for heater exit temperature is well matched for the ingress cruise
and engagement mission phases. This matching validates that storing mass during ther-
mally stressful mission phases allows for a greater operational envelope of heat loads to
be successfully managed. While system limitations currently prevent the validation of ex-
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Figure 3.8: Drain rate mass flow rate Comparison
Figure 3.9: Tank 1 mass Comparison
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Figure 3.10: Tank 2 mass Comparison
Figure 3.11: Heater exit Temperature Comparison
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pected results during the engress cruise phase, the imposed thermal limit during this phase
is not violated while dumping mass from tank 1, showing that removing this stored mass
at an elevated temperature is possible while remaining within the temperature limits of the
system.
3.3 System Limitations
The experimental apparatus has several limitations regarding operation that must be con-
sidered. These limitations include: tank mass minimum values, minimum pump speeds,
limits for system flow rates and pressures, heater time constants, and heat loss to the sur-
roundings. Understanding system limitations allows for a more thorough interpretation of
gathered data, and allows for the proposal of solutions to mitigate experimental error in the
future.
Selected components for CASTLE, namely flow meters and pumps, limit the mea-
surable flow rates for experiments to a value of 100ml/min to 2L/min. This limitation
restricts the range of tests available from the full scale when using the presented π terms for
dimensional similitude as well as limits the fidelity of the experiment as a whole, as small
mass flow rates can not be accurately captured. Flow measurement error, coupled with the
necessary minimum pump speed required to prevent leakage, were the largest sources of
experimental error. Pump leakage occurs with the selected gear pumps when not in op-
eration. This limitation means that the pumps must be left at the minimum speed during
periods where zero flow is requested.
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3.4 Future work
3.4.1 Rapid Adaptable Topology Simulation
The current development platform used for topology analysis lacks a user friendly way of
defining additional valves, and requires a cumbersome setup script. Generation of a closed
package with on demand setup in simulink, with mission profile input by table lookup, is
currently in development. These improvements will allow for a package that will provide
use to any aspiring researcher looking to generate simplified FTMS models.
3.4.2 Experimental
In order to achieve better tracking of the validated analytical results from the experi-
ment, future work includes the implementation of thermal emulators to replace the current
heaters, as well as the addition of additional valves on tank exit branches for the system.
This will allow for the reduction of heater time constants and more accurate flow rate
tracking during the egress cruise phase, where stored hot fuel is removed from the aircraft.
These modifications aim to reduce the current transients in the collected data and provide
additional capability to CASTLE with respect to feasible mission test cases.
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Conclusion
A new system for managing thermal loads present on aircraft has been developed. This
system allows for hot fuel to be stored during thermally stressful mission phases to pre-
vent components from violating set thermal limits. This system is known as the flexible
topology (FLEX). FLEX allows for the utilization of a storage tank to accept fuel near the
thermal limit during thermally stressed mission phases, until rejection is possible during
less stressful phases while regulating heater exit temperature to a specified value to extend
thermal endurance of a given aircraft platform. This topology extends the range of feasi-
ble operating conditions, allowing for larger heat loads to be rejected into the atmosphere
without violating thermal limits.
Using a process known as Rapid Adaptable Topology Simulation (RATS) a low-
fidelity model was quickly developed to test the feasibility of this topology. Initial sim-
ulations using this topology were promising, and showed that the underlying principles for
the system were sound. An LQR controller was implemented on the modeled topology,
and was able to regulate the topology to the set temperature below the designated thermal
limit dictated by the system components. This discovery led to the development and testing
of the model using higher-fidelity simulations developed with Cyber-Physical modeling in
preparation for experimentation.
Cyber-Physical modeling allows for physical components to be individually tested,
with the collected data used to build high-fidelity models that can be used to aid in the
experimental design process. Development of this high fidelity model allowed for design
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iterations to take place before the experiment was built. These models can be used before
experimentation to begin validation of analytical results. FLEX is a developed topology
that was tested using both RATS and Cyber-Physical modeling before validating results
through experimentation.
Sub-scale experimentation confirmed results from simulation, showing that storing
high temperature fuel during thermally stressful mission phases allows for the manage-
ment of large thermal loads. This hot fuel can then be successfully emptied from the tank
and burned during less stressful mission phases. This data validated the underlying princi-
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